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Fill the gaps using one of these key words from the text: tag

Fill the gaps using one of these key words from the text: tag ... Now look in the text and check your answers. ... according to a report from a professor of. 
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Fill the gaps using one of these key words from the text: tag theft 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



surveillance monitor (vb)



safeguard ethical



beam (vb) warehouse



____________ means relating to beliefs about right and wrong. If you ____________ someone or something, you regularly check their development or progress. ____________ is the crime of stealing. ____________ is the careful watching of someone, especially by an organisation like the police or the army. A ____________ is a large building where goods are stored. If you ____________ information, you send it by means of electronic equipment. An electronic ____________ is a small device that enables a person to be located. A ____________ is a measure that protects people from being harmed.



Which 5 of the activities in this list do you think will be mentioned in the article? 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



instructing employees to collect goods from warehouse shelves sending orders from stores to warehouses telling employees when to start work and when to stop work checking whether workers are taking unauthorised breaks checking that employees are wearing the right uniform finding out when employees are outside the building working out the shortest time it takes an employee to complete a job monitoring the productivity of secretaries



Now look in the text and check your answers.



© Macmillan Publishers Ltd 2005 Taken from the news section in www.onestopenglish.com



Firms tag workers to improve efficiency David Hencke Workers in warehouses across Britain are being “electronically tagged” by being asked to wear small computers to cut costs and increase the efficient delivery of goods and food to supermarkets, a report revealed this week. New US satellite- and radio-based computer technology is turning some workplaces into “battery farms” and creating conditions similar to “prison surveillance”, according to a report from a professor of geography at Durham University, Michael Blakemore. The technology, introduced from the US at the start of the year, is spreading rapidly, with up to 10,000 employees using it to supply big retail chains. Now trade unionists want safeguards to be introduced to protect worker privacy. Under the system workers are asked to wear computers on their wrists, arms and fingers, and in some cases to put on a vest containing a computer that instructs them where to go to collect goods from warehouse shelves. The system also allows direct access to the individual’s computer so orders can be beamed from the store. The computer can also check on whether workers are taking unauthorised breaks and work out the shortest time a worker needs to complete a job. Academics are worried that the system could make Britain, which already has the largest number of street security cameras, the most surveyed society in the world.
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In his report for the GMB union, Professor Blakemore said the new technology was raising a host of ethical issues, with the danger that the computer was taking over the human rather than humans using computers. There is also concern that the new technology might create industrial injuries because of the need for workers to make repetitive movements with their arms and wrists, similar to repetitive strain injuries caused by overusing computers. But the companies say that the system makes the delivery of food more efficient, cuts out waste, reduces theft and can reorder goods more quickly. A spokeswoman for one supermarket chain insisted that the company was not using the technology to monitor the staff and said it was making employees’ work easier and reducing the need for paper. But at the GMB’s annual conference in Newcastle this week one of the union’s national officers, Paul Campbell, said: “We are having reports of people walking out of jobs after a few days’ work, in some cases just a few hours. They are all saying they don’t like the job because they have no input. They are just following a computer’s instructions”. Other monitoring devices are being developed in the US, including ones that can check on the productivity of secretaries by measuring the number of key strokes on their word processors; satellite technology is also being developed to monitor productivity in manufacturing jobs. The Guardian Weekly 10/06/2005, page 9



Choose the best answer according to the information in the article. 1. a. b. c.



Why are academics worried about electronic tagging in the workplace? because worker privacy will not be protected. because workplaces will be like prisons. because Britain might become the most surveyed society in the world.



2. a. b. c.



What does the supermarket spokeswoman say about the benefits of electronic tagging? it makes employees’ work easier and reduces the need for paper. it enables the company to monitor staff carefully. it is cheaper.



3. a. b. c.



What do trade unions want? more input by employees. the introduction of safeguards to protect worker privacy. measures to prevent industrial injuries.



4. a. b. c.



What is the main aim of asking workers to wear electronic tags? to monitor their movements. to increase the efficient delivery of goods and food to supermarkets. to check whether workers are taking unauthorised breaks.



Use prefixes to form the negatives of these adjectives: 1. efficient 3. direct 5. ethical 7. productive



____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
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2. similar 4. authorised 6. overused 8. repetitive



____________ ____________ ____________ ____________



Look in the text and find the word or phrase that means: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



an injury caused by a repeated action a very large number a joint which links the arm and the hand to leave a job suddenly farms where chickens are kept in very small cages very quickly a sleeveless shirt to eliminate or remove



Look at this example from the text: Workers are being electronically tagged. This form is used to describe a current activity (present continuous) where the subject is either unknown or unimportant (passive). Make further examples using these prompts: 1. They/ask/wear/small computers 2. Other monitoring devices/develop/US 3. The equipment/use/increase/efficient delivery of goods 4. The need for paper/reduce 5. Satellite technology/develop/monitor productivity 6. Workers/ask/wear/computers/on their wrists
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1. Do you think it is an infringement of privacy to ask people to wear tags that can identify where they are and what they are doing? 2. Would you be willing to wear one at work?
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KEY 1



Key words



1. ethical 5. warehouse 2



2. monitor 6. beam



3. theft 7. tag



4. surveillance 8. safeguard



Prediction - How can electronic tagging be used in the workplace?



The five mentioned are 1; 2; 4; 7 and 8 3



Comprehension Check



1. c; 4



2. a; Vocabulary 1



1. inefficient 5. unethical 5



3. b;



Vocabulary 2



Grammar



Opposites



2. dissimilar 6. underused



1. repetitive strain injury 5. battery farms 6



4. b



3. indirect 7. unproductive



4. unauthorised 8. non-repetitive



Find the word 2. a host 6. rapidly



3. wrist 7. a vest



4. to walk out 8. to cut out



Present continuous passive



1. They are being asked to wear small computers. 2. Other monitoring devices are being developed in the US. 3. The equipment is being used to increase the efficient delivery of goods. 4. The need for paper is being reduced. 5. Satellite technology is being developed to monitor productivity. 6. Workers are being asked to wear computers on their wrists.
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vial of botulinum Fill the gaps using these words from the text 

David Kay is _____ charge _____ the search for WMDs. 2. Botox is used to get rid _____ wrinkles. 3. The report contrasts _____ the UK government's dossier.
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Complete the sentences using these key words from the text 

Complete the sentences using these key words from the text: environmentalist ... centre of Manhattan. Weinstock puts a ... painted the words "No Blood for Oil" on ...
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Fill the gaps using these words from the text: tough ... - serverws4.com 

Gareth Chetwynd in Rio de Janeiro. Sixteen-year-old Marcelo Julio Gomes do. Nascimento secretly admired the police, because he could see that some people ...
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Complete the sentences using these words from the text: deforestation 

A large group of animals that live and move about together is called a ______ . 3. A ______ is someone ... deforestation," the authors say. Mr Kaimowitz said that ...
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Fill the gaps using these words virus infectious severe sample praise 

If you ______ someone, you say many positive things about them. 8. ... 6. What do people in Hong Kong wear when they go out? ... The SARS virus can move.
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Fill the gaps using these words virus infectious isolated spread rapidly 

Doctor who identified. SARS becomes its victim. SARS is a deadly virus, similar to flu. It has now killed hundreds of people worldwide and infected thousands.
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Match these words from the text with their meanings. 1. humility 2 

often at variance with the true progress of women". He said that one of these was the idea that women were regarded as less important than men. This idea ...
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Match these words and phrases from the text with their definitions: 1 

h. a medical condition caused by doing the same action again and again. The text ... 6. to work out the shortest time needed to complete a job. â–¡. 7. to cut costs.
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Aid agencies warn of Iraq pullout after kidnappings Fill the gaps using 

which involved 20 gunmen bursting into the organisation's office in central Baghdad. It marked a change in strategy by hostage- takers, who have not targeted ...
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vial of botulinum Match the words from the text with their meanings. 1 

cosmetic surgery. According to a progress report by the Iraq. Survey Group (ISG), delivered to the US Congress by the group's leader, David Kay,. Saddam had ...
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Rapid one-step protein purification from plant material using the 

The TAP tag has an IgG-binding protein A moiety ... climatised greenhouse at 21 Â°C and 16 h light. 136 .... incubation in an end-over-end rotation wheel for. 30 min at 4 Â°C. ..... White and black arrows indicate the purified AtSGT1b-StrepII and.
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Cover letters part 2 Cover Letters 1 Fill in blanks using the words 

If you are ______ or if you have any questions I am ______ for a recruitment ______ . I thank you ... I look forward to hearing from you. ... Recruitment consultant ...
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SAMx Key Words - sfmu2007 

STRATAGem : Thin film analysis software for stratified samples. â€¢ XMAS : WDS/EDS automation ... Technology. â€¢ Professionalism. â€¢ Collaboration. â€¢ Partnership.
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Fill the Void 

Synopsis. Fill the Void tells the story of an Orthodox Hassidic family from Tel Aviv. Eighteen-year-old Shira is the youngest daughter of the family. She is about to ...
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CV: part 3 1) Complete this text about a CV using the words 

Resume/ CV: part 3. 1) Complete this text about a CV using the words listed below: Education â€“ experience â€“ font â€“ margins â€“ bold letters â€“ contact numbers ...
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One Hundred Sounds of the Shofar Offset the One ... - TorahDoc 

surprising fact that the one hundred shofar blasts are derived from the one hundred sobs of ... one hundred times. Yet, the author of the Sefer HaManhig does not explain the ..... They said: Rabbi Akiva had twelve thousand pairs of disciples ...
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One Hundred Sounds of the Shofar Offset the One ... - TorahDoc 

According to the. Midrash, a woman in childbirth screams one hundred times. Here is the passage from parshas Emor related to the passuk. (Vayikra 22, 27):.
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The comprehension of medical words: Cross 

DelÃ©ger, L. and Zweigenbaum, P. (2008). Paraphrase acqui- sition from comparable medical corpora of specialized and lay texts. In AMIA 2008, pages 146â€“50.
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The comprehension of medical words: Cross 

to reproduce the manual categorization of words as understandable or not; (2) the Xhosa data are ..... Nb clusters ... 5,873 direct and 12,017 indirect mappings.
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Worksheet Week 7: CCTV Fill in the blanks with the following words 

Another satirical name for a CCTV camera is ... CCTV cameras with speakerphones: a) 7 b) 17 ... Middlesbrough Mayor used to work for a security agency. R/W ...
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32 Reading aloud. Practise reading the text aloud. One ... .fr 

Mr. Heath looked sternly at me. â€œThis money won't buy anything,â€� he said, â€œIt's Egyptian.â€� â€œI know,â€� I lied. Then handing him the money from Dad's pocket, I asked, ...
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4 The Text VDU 

Control code buffer. Text VDU indirections. ... characters. It is obviously a good idea to prevent windows that are being used from overlapping. If they are allowed.
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The Divine Words of the Ohr HaChaim Hakadosh 

He beseeches Hashem to place Yisrael in a position of supremacy and dominionâ€”like the thumbâ€”over the four regimesâ€”as we learned from the Megaleh ...
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Download the whole text 

express my thoughts in these brief passages. First, that Truth is the best boone God ever gave the World : there is nothing in the World, World, any further than ...
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